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Executive Summary

This landscaping review summarizes the available evidence on the effectiveness of provider behavior change (PBC) interventions for improving family planning (FP) services in the Ouagadougou Partnership (OP) countries and presents current or recent PBC interventions in OP countries that have not been formally evaluated. The findings are summarized along with reflections about possible research and programmatic investments to address challenges and opportunities identified.

Effective client-provider interactions are essential to consistent demand and uptake of family planning services. The quality of a client-provider interaction can be influenced by a provider’s knowledge, attitudes, biases, and expectations, as well as structural factors such as method availability or privacy of counseling space. The United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Breakthrough RESEARCH project conducted a landscaping review to explore PBC approaches for improving FP services in the OP countries. For purposes of this review, we define PBC interventions to include interventions that go beyond clinical training and support (e.g., technical job aids) and seek to positively influence provider behavior to improve the quality of services, enhance client experiences, increase demand for services, and increase uptake of commodities or adoption of healthier behaviors.

The landscaping review focused on the OP countries and included a literature search and informational interviews with project staff who have contributed to PBC implementation activities or evaluations in Francophone West Africa (FWA). We searched Pubmed (from 2000 to present) for peer-reviewed literature as well as the USAID Development Experience Clearinghouse, conference websites including the International Conference on Family Planning and the Sommet Francophone pour le Changement Social et de Comportement, and PBC implementing partner websites for grey literature. Because the term PBC is not broadly used, we focused the search on strategies used to improve health care provider practices as identified in a recent global review. We created matrices capturing key details on geographic location, key outcomes and approach to facilitate comparisons across studies. We complemented this literature search with informational interviews. We conducted interviews from August through September 2019 and interviewed representatives from organizations working on PBC. We requested information on the nature, scope and, where possible, the impact of the PBC interventions.

Studies were limited in geographic scope. Most evaluations focused on interventions in four countries: Senegal, Guinea, Mali, and Niger, the four OP countries with the lowest unmet need for FP. There were gaps in the PBC approaches used and barriers to provider behavior addressed: only one study explicitly targeted provider attitudes/biases as part of a provider training. Most studies did not assess the impact of the PBC interventions on provider-level outcomes, such as provider knowledge or attitudes. Studies more often assessed client FP uptake, a more distal outcome, and most did so using routinely collected monitoring data on client outcomes without design or analytical techniques to allow causal inference. There is a need to assess provider-level outcomes to validate the theory of change and ensure that the expected outcome among providers was achieved. Although the studies generally found positive effects on outcomes, the sustainability of improvements was not assessed, and only one study collected data on cost. Despite gaps in the documented evidence, there are many ongoing PBC studies in OP countries that may address these questions in the next few years.

Previous studies have found that provider knowledge, attitudes, and biases influence family planning service utilization. PBC interventions offer a promising approach to address these barriers to service utilization. However, there is limited evidence on effective approaches in OP countries. Ongoing evaluations will be completed in the next five years and will inform future programs aimed at improving client-provider interactions. Findings from the landscaping study suggest that future programs should consider focusing on documenting interventions’ underlying theories of change, as well as early lessons learned from prototyping and formative work, in order to strengthen the evidence base. In addition, there is a need
for rigorous evidence on what works in PBC, and, when possible, evaluations should employ randomized designs, comparison groups, and/or triangulation with routine or program monitoring data. Lastly, the scope of evaluations should be expanded to assess interventions focused on provider attitudes and provider bias, provider-level outcomes, PBC approaches including social accountability and incentives, and impacts of interventions on vulnerable populations, including youth and nulliparous women in FWA.
Introduction

Over the past several decades, USAID investments to promote the use of family planning (FP) in Francophone West Africa (FWA) have focused on procurement and supply of commodities, with less investment in social and behavior change (SBC) directed toward increasing demand, facilitating decision-making around use of contraception, and enhancing the enabling environment for positive health behaviors.¹ This is the case despite the relatively low demand for FP in the region: 40.2% in Western Africa compared with 57.7% globally.²,³ Implementing partners working to promote FP use in FWA have centered their activities on either improving service delivery or SBC for demand creation, with little consideration of the potential areas of intersection. The provider–client interaction is an area of intersection that has been considered an element of the quality of care³,⁴ but is usually not considered a potential area for SBC interventions. However, in the field of SBC, addressing provider behavior is an increasingly important component of SBC, as it is perceived as influencing decision-making around FP, the demand for FP, and the uptake of contraception.⁵ Further, it is increasingly recognized that provider behavior is influenced by factors beyond their clinical training that fall within the purview of SBC, including norms, attitudes, cognitive biases, and motivations.⁶

Despite the relative lack of attention to provider behavior in SBC interventions, recent projects in FWA have investigated barriers to effective provider behavior change (PBC). A 2016 review by the Health Communication Capacity Collaborative (HC3) identified three categories of barriers to service provision:⁷

- Knowledge and competency barriers: Providers do not know how to perform assigned tasks.
- Structural and contextual barriers: Providers are not able to perform assigned tasks.
- Attitudinal barriers: Providers are not willing to perform assigned tasks.

Each of these barriers exists for FP providers within FWA. Qualitative evidence from Côte d’Ivoire reveals that providers may promote the methods that they feel the most comfortable explaining and know the most about.⁸ From qualitative research, structural and contextual barriers cited in the region include frequent stockouts and a lack of space dedicated to FP counseling.⁹ Providers report that they often resort to counseling on the FP methods that are in stock at the moment rather than informing clients about all FP methods. Attitudinal barriers also exist for providers in the region. In urban Senegal, Sidze et al. described provider-imposed restrictions on FP methods based on perceived client characteristics.³ For example, providers—in particular, male providers—set self-imposed age minimums for the pill and injectables, while older providers set self-imposed restrictions based on marital status. In Burkina Faso, as well as in Tanzania and Pakistan, the Beyond Bias project has found provider-imposed bias based on parity, in which providers deny services to women with no or few children.¹⁰

³Activities used to raise awareness, reduce misinformation, and address the barriers that prevent individuals, families, and communities from practicing lifesaving behaviors to improve health outcomes.

⁴Reported demand is the percentage of all women aged 15–49 who have a demand for FP, including those with met and unmet needs.
Objective

The purpose of this landscaping is to summarize the available evidence on the effectiveness of PBC interventions for improving FP services in the Ouagadougou Partnership (OP) countries. For purposes of this review, we define PBC interventions to include interventions that go beyond clinical training and support (e.g., technical job aids) and seek to positively influence provider behavior to improve the quality of services, enhance client experiences, increase demand for services, and increase uptake of commodities or adoption of healthier behaviors. The document synthesizes both published and grey literature, with additional insights gathered from informational interviews about projects that are testing PBC approaches. It also presents current or recent PBC interventions in OP countries that have not been formally evaluated. The findings are summarized along with reflections about possible research and programmatic investments to address challenges and opportunities identified.

Global reviews of PBC interventions

This landscaping builds upon two global reviews of the effectiveness of PBC interventions.

A 2018 global review by Alexander Rowe and colleagues synthesized the evidence on the effectiveness of strategies to improve healthcare provider practices across multiple health areas in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Rowe and colleagues searched 110 electronic databases for both published and unpublished studies from the 1960s to 2016 and selected 670 reports from 337 studies of 118 strategies for their review. This review synthesized evidence from 64 countries, although little literature based in FWA was found.

The reviewed studies included provider-level interventions, such as supervision and training, as well as health-systems-level interventions to improve infrastructure, health financing, and management. Rowe et al. denoted 13 different programmatic strategies: 1) enhanced community support, 2) patient support (including patient health education and home visits), 3) strengthened infrastructure, 4) provider financial incentives, 5) health system financing and incentives, 6) health system regulation and governance, 7) group problem-solving with providers, 8) improved supervision, 9) management strategies and techniques, 10) high-intensity training, 11) low-intensity training, 12) printed information (including job aids), and 13) information and communication technology.

Rowe et al. found varied effectiveness of these different strategies to improve targeted provider practice outcomes across time (i.e., patient assessment, diagnosis, and treatment). For facility-based providers, interventions that included only technology-based strategies or printed information for providers had near zero effects on performance. Interventions addressing provider training or supervision alone had moderate effects (10.3–15.9 percentage points) on practice outcomes, but when combined had larger effects on provider performance (18.0–18.8 percentage points). Group problem-solving showed large improvements for provider performance (28.0–37.5 percentage points). Many interventions used multifaceted strategies and had large effects on provider performance, though these were not always more effective than simpler strategies. For community health workers (CHWs), community support approaches, including community health education or social marketing of health services combined with training, had large effects on performance (8.2–125.0 percentage points). Studies were only included if they used strategy versus control group comparisons. Unfortunately, most strategies had low-quality evidence, and differences in context and methodologies made comparisons challenging.

As the scope of the Rowe et al. review was limited to interventions that address provider performance, these approaches primarily sought to address knowledge and competency barriers or structural and contextual barriers to service provision. Other intervention approaches, such as incentives or managerial techniques, may have also addressed attitudinal barriers by increasing the

---

*The partnership was launched in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, in February 2011 at the Regional Conference on Population, Development and Family Planning held by the nine governments of Francophone West African countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, and Togo) and their technical partners. It seeks to mobilize financial resources to accelerate progress in the use of FP services in the Partnership countries (https://parternariatouaga.org/en/).
internal motivation of providers. However, Rowe et al. did not include provider bias, which is a notable attitudinal barrier within the field of FP, in their search, explicitly through search terms or by separating interventions that could address provider bias in their screening of the studies. Furthermore, among 337 reviewed studies, only 15 were from OP countries. Only seven of the nine OP countries had any evidence: Rowe and colleagues did not find any PBC studies from Mauritania or Guinea, and only reviewed one each from Togo and Senegal. Most (12) of the 15 studies examined provider performance for maternal and child health care, and two of the remaining three interventions related to HIV/AIDS and malaria care, respectively. Only one evaluated a program aiming to improve the performance of FP providers, and it was published in 1994.

Julie Solo and Mario Festin recently published a review of provider bias in FP services to understand its definition, breadth, and impact, as well as approaches that successfully address provider bias. Solo and Festin describe a conceptual framework produced by the World Health Organization (WHO) (see figure 1) in which a provider’s core beliefs, local values and norms, empathy for clients, and socialization affect a provider’s attitudes, which can also be affected by interventions such as supervision, training, values clarification, or incentives. Provider attitudes may manifest through the provider actions, which can also be influenced by regulations, policies, infrastructure, supplies, and workload. Thus, provider biases are only a barrier to care if the resulting actions from these biases negatively affect FP service provision, the ability of clients to make informed choices, and/or clients’ confidence and ability to act on choices made. Providers may hold both implicit biases (unintentional and unconscious) influenced by social factors and explicit biases (conscious and intentional); both may negatively affect quality of care and therefore both should be examined and addressed. Furthermore, although Solo and Festin reviewed evidence that identified provider-imposed restrictions based on age and marital status in Senegal and Burkina Faso, their review did not find any evidence of effectiveness of PBC interventions in the FWA region and found limited evidence globally.

Reviewing approaches that address bias, Solo and Festin cite that simply giving providers information about methods and their clinical guidelines for use typically does not reduce bias. A number of studies examined found mixed results on the effectiveness of training on clinical standards for contraceptive method use, often finding that providers continued to impose their own standards for appropriate contraceptive methods after training. Solo and Festin suggest a number of principles to consider when designing interventions to reduce bias, though there is little evidence provided on the effectiveness of these approaches.

![Conceptual Framework of Providers’ Influence on Client Utilization of Sexual and Reproductive Health Services](image_url)

**Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of Providers’ Influence on Client Utilization of Sexual and Reproductive Health Services**

Abbreviation: SRH = sexual and reproductive health
of these principles. They include: 1) avoiding blaming providers for bias and instead employing a supportive approach, 2) training a small number of early adopters or dedicated providers who can act as role models and mentor colleagues, 3) using more comprehensive SBC approaches, and 4) being clear and proactive about nondiscrimination when implementing new guidelines for care and training providers.

Given the lack of synthesized evidence on PBC interventions for FP in FWA, this landscaping aims to describe the various approaches that have been used in evaluated interventions to address provider behavior in FWA for FP, synthesize the evidence on the effectiveness of these approaches, and summarize gaps and opportunities to advance the evidence base for PBC in this region.
Methodology

This landscaping review was conducted in two parts and is further described below. First, a review of the literature was conducted using publicly available databases. Next, we complemented this search strategy with informational interviews with project staff who have contributed to PBC implementation activities or evaluations in FWA.

Review of the literature

We searched PubMed for peer-reviewed articles. The search terms applied in the PubMed database included the population of interest (providers OR community health worker) AND evaluation studies (evaluation OR effective*) AND reproductive health (family planning OR contraception*) AND provider outcomes of interest (quality OR provider behavior change OR attitudes) AND with a focus on the OP countries (Benin OR Burkina Faso OR Côte d’Ivoire OR Guinea OR Mali OR Mauritania OR Niger OR Senegal OR Togo). We searched the USAID Development Experience Clearinghouse (DEC), conference websites including the International Conference on Family Planning and the Sommet Francophone pour le Changement Social et de Comportement, and PBC implementing partner websites for grey literature (Appendix 1).¹³ Using the DEC’s advanced search tool, technical documents from the nine countries were sought using the following key words: provider, community health worker, quality, attitudes, and behavior. The International Conference on Family Planning and the Sommet Francophone pour le Changement Social et de Comportement programs were searched using the terms “provider” and “worker” and “prestataires,” “agent,” and “travailleur.” As there were fewer documents expected to be available in grey literature, we broadened the search, dropping some of the previously used phrases such as “evaluation” or “effective.” All results were examined to ensure that they included evaluations of a PBC intervention.

Additional inclusion criteria

- Were written in English or French
- Were published in 2000 or later
- Included at least one PBC approach (see Table 1)
- Included at least one FP/reproductive health (RH) outcome
- Were located, at least in part, in one of the nine OP countries
- Included an evaluation component (for the evaluation synthesis section only)

Informational interviews

Three interviews were conducted with project staff from recent and ongoing PBC projects to understand the types of interventions being implemented and to learn about any undocumented findings or lessons learned. Any ongoing projects in FWA mentioned by respondents were added to the database of current or recent projects. Two ongoing projects that had preliminary results with compelling evidence were included as case studies.

The first respondent was identified by an internal source, and the subsequent informants were suggested by the first respondent during the first interview. The organizations represented were Camber Collective, Pathfinder International, and YLabs. Interviews were conducted by phone in August and September 2019. Participants were informed about potential inclusion of the contents of the interview in the landscaping document, and all participants consented. Participants also reviewed and provided feedback on the drafted landscaping document.

Categorization of PBC approaches

We derived categories of PBC approaches under which the approaches used in the included studies could be grouped from the conceptual framework developed by WHO and presented in Solo et al. 2019. Subcategories were adapted from a literature review by ideas42 about behavioral economics approaches for PBC in Zambia.¹⁵

---

¹Astérisk denotes that PubMed searches for any word with this root (i.e., contraceptive, contraception).

Finally, the categories were expanded to include social accountability, which was determined to fall outside the identified groupings.

**Barriers addressed by intervention**

Although some of the intervention categories are best suited for addressing certain barriers rather than others—e.g., training providers to address knowledge and competency barriers or infrastructure improvements to address structural and contextual barriers—the barrier(s) addressed by each intervention were determined by holistically assessing the intervention and evaluation, i.e., by examining what, if any, rationale for the intervention was given, what approaches were used, and what outcomes were measured.
Results

The literature search yielded a total of 18 documents including 17 evaluations of PBC interventions in seven of the nine OP countries, with 11 documents found in grey literature and seven found in published literature. Table A.1 (see Appendix 2) summarizes the evaluation studies, the PBC approaches used, and the study outcomes.

Geographical distribution

The PBC evidence spanned seven of the nine OP countries; all but Mauritania and Côte d’Ivoire were represented. Five studies took place in Senegal,\(^\text{16-20}\) four each in Guinea,\(^\text{18,21-23}\) Mali,\(^\text{18,24-26}\) and Niger,\(^\text{18,27,28}\) three in Togo,\(^\text{18,30,31}\) and one each in Benin\(^\text{18}\) and Burkina Faso.\(^\text{32}\) (Figure 2).

Study design

We found the strength of the evidence on effective PBC approaches in the OP countries to be weak. Some of the assessments used routine monitoring data without a design or analytical techniques (such as randomization, comparison groups, triangulation) that allow for greater confidence in causal inferences drawn. Of the 17 evaluations included in the landscaping, 12 (71%) employed a non-randomized, pre-post study design, comparing endline results with baseline data or historical program data with no comparison group.\(^\text{16-19,22-28,33}\) Some of these used regularly collected monitoring data to evaluate changes in outcomes over time,\(^\text{23,25}\) while others combined monitoring data with client–provider observations or other intervention-specific methods.\(^\text{17,27,28}\) Only one study employed a randomized design,\(^\text{32}\) while two studies used a quasi-experimental design with a comparison group.\(^\text{21,29}\) Two studies employed an exclusively qualitative assessment (Figure 3).\(^\text{20,31}\)

Barriers addressed

Table A.1, provided in the appendix, presents the barriers addressed by each PBC intervention. Of the 17 studies, most (13 studies) addressed structural and contextual barriers\(^\text{16,18-22,24-26,30,32}\) as well as knowledge and...
competency barriers (13 studies). Fewer than half (six studies) addressed attitudinal barriers. Supervision, training, and values clarification approaches typically addressed knowledge/competency and attitudinal barriers. Regulations, policies, and updates, as well as infrastructure, supplies, and workload approaches, most often addressed knowledge/competency or structural/contextual barriers. Incentives addressed structural/contextual and attitudinal barriers. Social accountability approaches, which in both cases were combined with managerial approaches, addressed structural/contextual and attitudinal barriers as well.

Outcomes assessed

Table A.1 presents each PBC evaluation and the type of outcome assessed, with significant associations (quantitative assessments) or attributed relationships (qualitative approaches) denoted by (+). None of the documents presented negative or neutral associations for their primary outcomes. The majority of studies (15 of 17) examined client-level outcomes such as: new FP adopters, couple-years of protection, proportion of clients recalling FP messages, proportion of clients receiving counseling on FP methods, proportion of clients adopting a method after receiving counseling, and client satisfaction. Few studies examined provider- and facility-level outcomes (nine and seven studies, respectively), such as increased provider FP/RH knowledge and quality of services offered at the facility level.

PBC approaches

We describe findings from the literature review using the organizational categories that emerged through the screening process. While most of the studies identified (15 of 17) used more than one PBC approach, we highlight examples of interventions falling under each category.

Supervision, training, and values clarification

The majority (16 out of 17) of PBC studies included in this landscaping aimed to address provider knowledge and clinical competency through supervision, training, and values-clarification-type approaches. These approaches include: training and education to reinforce or supplement providers’ existing knowledge and address biases; managerial approaches that include supportive supervision, mentorship, peer support, audits, monitoring, and feedback; individual process improvements such as job aids and reminders; supplementary patient-facing materials that assist providers in counseling patients; and values-clarification exercises that help a provider become aware of any values they have that may be influencing the care they provide to clients.

Managerial approaches and training and education were the most commonly implemented strategies, each used by 12 studies, followed by institutional process improvements and individual process improvements and supplementary patient-facing materials, each used by four studies. Values clarification approaches were not as widely studied and were only implemented in one study.

A number of projects adopted multiple training and supervision approaches to address knowledge and competency barriers. For example, the ACQUIRE Project in Guinea focused on addressing knowledge and competency barriers through an approach that combined training and education, managerial approaches, organizational changes, individual process improvements, and supplementary patient-facing materials. The intervention involved updating provider knowledge of long-acting and permanent methods (LAPMs) through training and addressed other provider behaviors via approaches such as clarifying job expectations, facilitative supervision, updating communication materials, and developing job aids. The intervention, which also included demand-side activities with clients, succeeded in increasing intrauterine device (IUD) use among clients, resulting in an increase of couple’s years of protection from 130 in 2004 to 2,450 in 2006.

One of the few studies addressing attitudinal barriers was Evidence to Action (E2A), which used a training approach in Togo. Post-abortion care (PAC) providers were trained in rights-based care and underwent values clarification training to address issues such as provider bias toward youth and the need to provide counseling.
and FP methods whether abortions were induced or spontaneous. Mugore et al. did not report on changes in provider attitudes across the intervention period but found that voluntary contraceptive uptake among young PAC clients increased from 0% before the intervention to 41% afterwards.

Despite the emphasis on supervision and training-based approaches to address provider behavior, few studies examined provider- and facility-level outcomes. However, a couple of programs that focused on provider attitudes and technical competence showed some promising improvements on provider outcomes. In Guinea, Bradley et al. assessed provider attitudes and their ability to solve problems after a 15-month intervention period involving a series of tools called COPE, which allows providers to identify their own problems, decide what help is needed, and seek their own solutions. They found that post-intervention, providers self-reported improved personal communication skills, improved diagnostic skills, improved home care instructions, improved immunization practices, and somewhat improved prescribing practices. Providers also reported that they had new knowledge and awareness of client rights and expectations and new awareness of their role in influencing change. In Senegal, Suh et al. found that formative supervision, which combines observation with a problem-solving approach to clinical, logistic, information, education, and communication issues in health service delivery, improved provider technical competence and logistics management performance.

**Regulations, policies, and updates**

Nine studies included new policies, regulations, and updates to help to expand access to services and enable providers to provide more comprehensive care. In Senegal, there was an effort to decentralize care from national and regional hospitals to district health centers by implementing a new treatment protocol for PAC in the district health centers. The change in protocol was complemented by supervisory visits and the COPE tool, which enabled providers to identify problems and develop follow-up action plans. The study examined the cost associated with the intervention and evaluated the feasibility and impact of decentralized care for spontaneous abortion in rural areas of Senegal and found that the new model of care decreased the average cost per patient by 3,500 CFA francs, or about 6 USD. Although client satisfaction was not assessed at baseline, 94% of clients reported being satisfied with services after the intervention.

**Incentives**

Only one study, a University Research Co. (URC) study in Senegal, used financial incentives as a PBC approach in the region to improve the quality of a variety of health services, including FP, maternal and newborn health, and infectious diseases. The results-based financing (RBF) program granted financial awards to providers and facilities if they attained quality goals. A qualitative evaluation found that the intervention improved provider behavior and quality of care. Qualitative findings also suggested that RBF helped transform the organizational culture within facilities toward more responsive care with strategic and collaborative use of resources.

**Infrastructure, supplies, and workload**

We identified four evaluations that studied infrastructure improvements such as integration of FP into other health facility services. Bossyns and colleagues evaluated an intervention that utilized infrastructure improvements in addition to regulations, policies, and updates as well as training and education in Niger. The intervention included the abolition of special FP clinics and integrated FP services into other health center activities to make consultations more responsive to patients’ needs. Additionally, in order to overcome provider attitudes or biases that may act as barriers to FP access, policies were instated that mandated that providers must offer contraceptives to all women attending child health, antenatal, and postnatal care visits. Providers were also trained in interpersonal communication and were taught tips on how to engage in dialogue on contraceptives with clients. The intervention resulted in an increase in FP uptake among eligible female clients presenting at the health center from 1% to 29%.

The USAID ASSIST Project in Guinea addressed structural and contextual factors through a program that introduced infrastructure improvements coupled with managerial approaches and organizational changes with the goal of increasing use of FP after PAC. The infrastructure and workload improvement component involved setting up a dedicated, private FP counseling station and division of FP tasks among providers. Additionally, a midwife was designated to monitor FP activities and provide FP counseling on the day of maternal discharge. The program measured changes in client-level outcomes, such as the proportion of women who received FP counseling as part of routine postpartum care, the proportion who left the health facility with an FP method, and the proportion of couples counseled for FP. The percentage of women
receiving a FP method before leaving the clinic reportedly rose from 11% to 59% following exposure to the program. While the quality of counseling was reported to have improved significantly following the intervention, no data were presented to demonstrate this improvement.

**Social accountability approaches**

Social accountability approaches involve community members or clients in dialogue with the goal of holding providers accountable. We identified two studies that evaluated social accountability approaches. One study examined community-level outcomes. This intervention, under the Supporting Access to Family Planning and Post-Abortion Care project in Mali, built the capacity of providers and used a social accountability approach wherein providers were connected to communities for dialogue about power dynamics and the definition of quality services. This provided a venue for community members to share feedback with providers. As part of a continuous quality improvement process, community reflections expressed during these meetings were documented and incorporated into plans of action for the providers, who were monitored using routine data collection. There was a reduction in community complaints from 400 in 2016 to 47 in 2018, and the credibility of providers in the community improved. Client-level outcomes were also assessed to find that, across the intervention period, there were 57,777 new FP users, a majority of whom used LARCs.

**Project and actor mapping of current PBC approaches in FWA**

This review identified 22 projects utilizing PBC approaches that have been active in the FWA region within the past 5 years (Table A.2 in Appendix 2). Case studies 1 and 2 highlight examples of current projects addressing provider behavior, including lessons learned for future implementation and evaluation. The case studies were based on informational interviews.

---


---

**Case Study 1**

**Quality Assurance Project in Niger**

*Camber Collective and Animas Sutura*

**Rationale:** Niger has the highest fertility rate globally, at 7.6 children per woman in 2012, yet both men and women report wanting more children than they currently have.34

**Intervention:** To better understand FP dynamics in Niger, The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation engaged Camber Collective to provide a strategic analysis of the demand landscape. Following this analysis, Camber Collective aimed to improve the quality of the client–provider interaction by giving providers tools including counseling cards and flip charts, providing communication training, and implementing monthly supportive supervision visits to strengthen their FP counseling.29 Camber Collective developed an innovative tool to segment clients during FP consultations to identify homogenous groups that are receptive to certain counseling messages. As opposed to segmenting based on demographic characteristics such as residence or age, attitudinal segments were determined based on key variables, including past contraceptive use behaviors, proactivity, social norms, and attitudes and beliefs. Each segment has a predicted potential increase in modern contraceptive use given segment-appropriate FP counseling.

At the beginning of a counseling visit, the provider asks a client 12 questions and tallies the scores, which determines what profile the client belongs to: healthy proactives, traditional autonomists, sheltered skeptics, modern elites, or conservative passives.35 Each profile has corresponding counseling cards to aid the provider in starting a conversation about FP. For example, many healthy proactives are open to or already use modern methods of FP, and thus providers can discuss long-term modern methods with this group. Traditional autonomists often use traditional methods but have the potential to convert to modern methods, and emphasizing their autonomy is recommended. Sheltered skeptics aren’t familiar with FP but may be willing to use it if they receive counseling and education from a trusted source. Modern elites are the most likely to already be using modern methods and are also the most likely to be open to a conversation around limiting once they have reached their desired family size. Lastly, conservative passives are the least interested in use of modern FP methods and
may believe it is a sin; therefore, counseling to these clients would likely be the most difficult and values around use of FP would need to be approached more carefully. Provider training involved a coach to introduce the tool and demonstrate that it did not require any added time for counseling and allowed the provider to establish a meaningful connection with their clients quickly.

**Evaluation:** In collaboration with Animas Sutura, a pilot project was conducted in 36 primary health centers (12 pilot intervention, 24 comparison) in Maradi and Tillabéry, Niger. A quasi-experimental design was employed: The 12 pilot intervention sites were selected by the Ministry of Health and Animas Sutura out of 297 possible sites. The 24 comparison sites were randomly selected by Camber and Animas Sutura from a list of sites in the same health districts as the pilots. Baseline data were collected from clients at the facilities before implementation. Following implementation of the intervention, exit interviews (n=404 for the intervention, n=367 for the comparison) were conducted with clients to assess a variety of indicators related to implementation, satisfaction, awareness, knowledge, consideration/acceptance, and use of FP. A coach provided monthly follow-up and support for health care workers to aid them in integrating the segmentation tool.

**Results:** Results of the pilot study indicated that pilot sites showed improvement in indicators of all six categories compared with control sites at endline. Examples of improvements in unadjusted indicators for each of the six categories include:

- **Implementation:** A greater percentage of women in pilot sites compared with comparison sites reported that FP sensitization sessions took place in the waiting room (93% vs. 87%) and in the community (83% vs. 78%).
- **Satisfaction:** The percentage of women reporting having confidence in health care workers was significantly higher in pilot sites (99%) compared with comparison sites (95%).
- **Awareness:** On average, women in pilot sites reported knowing about a greater number of FP methods (3.51) compared with those in comparison sites (3.19), and this difference was statistically significant.
- Knowledge: Ninety-eight percent of women interviewed at pilot sites felt they had enough information to make a good decision about FP, which was significantly higher than the 93% of respondents in comparison sites who reported having enough information.
- Consideration/acceptance: One third (33%) of women in pilot sites reported it was acceptable for women to decide on the number of children they have, compared with 23% in comparison sites.
- Use of FP: The percentage of women currently using a modern method was 84% in the pilot and 78% in the comparison sites at the time of the exit interviews.

**Key challenges:** At baseline, the comparison sites had better performance on these indicators compared with the national average, so the increase in the pilot sites compared with the comparison sites was not as great as anticipated, which may have been affected by a lack of statistical power. Additionally, process evaluations demonstrated that some pilot sites scored lower than others on their consistent use of the segmentation counseling tools. The improvements across the indicators listed above were even more significant when isolating those sites where the training coach had observed a more consistent application of the counseling tool and approach.

**Key lessons learned for implementation:** The commitment and involvement of the Regional Directorate of Public Health as well as the districts was instrumental for successful implementation and monitoring. Utilization of a cascading approach and practical exercises in the training of providers proved to be efficient and effective in this intervention. Providing direct and constant monitoring to the field teams was also useful, especially early on in the intervention. Once providers were sufficiently familiar with the tool, they greatly appreciated how simple it was to employ and seemed to gain a small amount of intrinsic motivation to use the tool and provide a higher quality of counseling interactions, so much so that they requested that the district managers be trained on the approach so they could continue after the pilot was finished. Successful implementation and sustainability of the intervention was ensured by setting up focal points to ensure coaching at each facility, setting up quality assurance teams, and creating information-sharing systems to ensure better communication throughout the health system.

---

1 In this study, women were coming for FP services and this group constituted a small proportion of the total number of women who received consultations.
**Key lessons learned for evaluation:** As demonstrated in this pilot, effective evaluations should include a control group and collect baseline and endline data from both intervention and control groups to be able to account for baseline differences between the two groups. Additionally, because some pilot sites performed better than others, ensuring collection of process evaluation indicators is key to understanding whether the evaluation worked as it was intended.

**Next steps, scale, and sustainability:** The intervention showed promise in improving indicators of implementation, satisfaction, awareness, knowledge, consideration/acceptance, and use of FP. The Ministry of Health was very interested in the results as well the low-cost implications for scaling the intervention and secured funding from the West African Health Organization to include the segmentation in provider training nationwide.

**Case Study 2**

**Beyond Bias in Burkina Faso**

**YLabs, Camber Collective, and Pathfinder International**

**Rationale:** Design and test scalable innovative solutions to address provider bias toward serving youth ages 15–24 with FP services in Burkina Faso, Pakistan, and Tanzania.36

**Intervention:** With funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the project consortium partners—Pathfinder International, YLabs, BERI, and Camber Collective—designed an intervention and evaluation framework to address and measure provider bias. As part of formative work, Camber Collective conducted a literature review and a provider segmentation analysis with 811 providers. YLabs conducted qualitative primary research with 373 providers, youth, and community members across the three countries. This formative work identified and validated 11 key drivers of provider bias in Burkina Faso, Tanzania, and Pakistan.10 With this information, YLabs and Pathfinder rapidly designed, tested, and refined potential interventions in the three countries. This iterative, human-centered design approach of solution development is referred to as “prototyping.” In total, 29 facilities were engaged in the prototyping process across a 3-month period, representing 103 providers and facility managers. The results have been used by Pathfinder as the basis for a larger 12-month intervention with 227 facilities and a corresponding mixed-methods randomized controlled trial.

Using this human-centered design approach, YLabs and Pathfinder developed a three-part adaptive solution to address provider bias, which was carried out at public clinics in Burkina Faso and Tanzania and at private clinics in Pakistan. First, a one-day event (called “Summit”) was held, during which providers were exposed to stories from youth about the negative impact they sustained from being denied contraceptive services. Providers were led through guided reflection exercises to support them to recognize their own biases and create an action plan with their peers to change their biased behaviors toward youth clients. YLabs and Pathfinder worked with providers to identify what was feasible, given time constraints on the providers’ availability to participate in the intervention, in addition to their normal duties. The event also featured respected guest speakers such as ministry of health representatives to give providers institutional permission and encouragement to serve youth clients.

Following the one-day event, YLabs and Pathfinder initiated a multi-week ongoing peer learning forum (called “Connect”) that was designed to support providers to apply unbiased practices in their day-to-day work, address technical misinformation, and provide a space for ongoing group problem-solving. The second phase built on the one-day event, using the principle of repeated reinforcement to support habit change. In Pakistan, the format of this forum was via a WhatsApp group with text, video, and audio content and a weekly curriculum with different topics of interest to providers. In Burkina Faso and Tanzania, the forum was facilitated via bi-monthly in-person meetings led by the facility managers.

Lastly, the third component of the intervention used social reinforcement and performance-based recognition for progress made as an incentive for providers to make progress in reducing biased behaviors toward youth. The incentive was non-monetary, as financial incentives proved to be less effective in early prototyping. Changes in provider bias were measured relative to the baseline as opposed to being measured in absolute terms and providers were given feedback on their progress and recommendations of focus areas for further improvement. Progress was assessed at the facility level in Burkina Faso and Tanzania, and reinforcement came from facility managers. In Pakistan, because the intervention took place at private facilities with individual providers, progress was...
measured at the provider level, which was functionally equivalent to the facility-level.

**Evaluation:** To assess the success of this prototype in reducing provider bias, a quantitative exit interview was implemented among youth about their experiences seeking care at the facility. Pre-post mystery client visits were also used to assess the client–provider interaction. Additionally, qualitative findings on the implementation of the interventions were collected from providers, youth, and facility managers.

**Results:** Results of the prototyping were preliminary, qualitative, and process-oriented in nature, as the primary purpose was to inform the scale-up of the intervention for future testing in a larger study group of 227 facilities with a randomized controlled trial. However, the results showed that the intervention was feasible in these three settings and was promising in reducing providers’ attitudinal and behavioral bias toward unmarried youth. The Connect WhatsApp forum built a professional community of private sector providers in Pakistan, with an average of 109 messages sent per week by providers. In Burkina Faso, the in-person Connect discussions were popular among both providers and facility managers. Incorporating other relevant content, such as business and marketing skills for private providers in Pakistan, was useful for gaining provider buy-in and sustained engagement over time. Through prototyping the non-financial recognition program, the team found that providers’ motivation to improve services increased as a result of the offer of social recognition. This was assessed through qualitative interviews and pre-post surveys with providers. In particular, Pathfinder and YLabs learned that rewarding facilities based on their relative progress in reducing bias in services was more motivating than ranking clinics against each other.

**Key challenges:** In Burkina Faso, a high social desirability bias among providers hindered providers’ recognition of and willingness to publicly admit their own biases. Multiple iterations of the intervention in the prototyping phase were required to effectively enable providers to admit bias and commit to action on it. Formative prototyping work identified challenges in measuring bias from the perspective of clients, including lack of a clear, measurable definition of bias, clients’ reluctance to provide feedback about their service experience, and youth clients’ tendency to rate services as high-quality even if service was denied or improper/biased counseling was given.

**Key lessons learned for implementation:** The results from Beyond Bias’s prototyping phase strongly suggest that an integrated behavior change strategy to address provider bias is crucial. Specifically, this means moving beyond one-time training and incorporating light-touch sustained reinforcement techniques to shift professional norms in the providers’ workplace. Encouraging empathy among providers toward youth is key to reducing bias in the client–provider interaction but must be paired with structured reflection and clear, measurable targets with the promise of social recognition for providers to commit to action. For example, videos of girls and young women discussing FP were played to build empathy among providers. It was important to acknowledge that bias occurred without shaming providers in order for providers to openly admit their bias and commit to action on it. Additionally, it was important to understand providers’ practical motivation and needs, such as business sustainability in the case of the Pakistani providers, and then add in content to the intervention that providers perceived as directly relevant to their day-to-day concerns.

Finally, segmentation of providers into different behavioral subgroups was useful to design a more targeted intervention that was tailored to the diverse motivational profiles of providers. The use of the human-centered design process enabled YLabs and Pathfinder to explore and test a wide range of intervention concepts directly with providers and youth and evolve the concepts collaboratively through multiple cycles of rapid testing. The combination of the two methods—segmentation and human-centered design—allowed the project consortium to create an intervention that was feasible to implement and desirable to providers and youth as well as having promising impact for behavior change based on the preliminary findings from prototyping.

**Key lessons learned for evaluation:** Exit interviews with young people were not always sufficient in measuring bias, as young people can be reluctant to provide feedback about bias and may not recognize what biased care looks like. Exit survey instruments should use questions that are focused on the provider’s objective behavior rather than on how “satisfied” the client was or on other emotions (feeling “welcome,” “happy,” etc.). In addition, the best-performing survey questions used dichotomous (“yes/no”) answer options rather than multi-point scales. Employing mystery clients was an effective way to complement the exit survey interviews.
In response to a gap in the evaluation literature, the Beyond Bias project developed a new framework for assessment of bias called the “Six Principles of Unbiased Care,” which was developed in partnership with WHO advisors to the project. Each of the six principles has measurable indicators and corresponding client survey questions.

**Next steps:** The intervention is being implemented and evaluated with a randomized controlled trial by Pathfinder International in 227 facilities across the three countries, with an intended end date of September 2020.
Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Despite many gaps in the documented evidence, there are many ongoing PBC interventions in FWA that appear promising regarding their expected impact on provider behaviors and client outcomes. This landscaping review examined 17 evaluations of interventions to change provider behavior related to FP services in this setting. We present a summary of key findings with recommendations for future programs and research on PBC interventions below.

Key findings

Geographic distribution

- We identified evaluations of PBC approaches in seven of the nine OP countries, with the exception of Mauritania and Côte d’Ivoire. Most evaluations focused on interventions in four countries: Senegal, Guinea, Mali, and Niger, the four countries with the lowest unmet need for FP.

Research and study design

- Many of the evaluations relied on relatively weak study designs, with most studies not including a comparison group. Many also collected routine monitoring data without design or analytical techniques to allow causal inference.
- Most studies included in the review assessed multiple interventions, often including both supply-and demand-side components, and did not attempt to parse out the effects of each of these components.

Barriers addressed

- Most of the PBC interventions evaluated so far have addressed knowledge and competency and structural and contextual barriers through managerial approaches, training and education, and institutional process improvements. There is limited evidence on approaches used to address provider attitudes and provider bias, a barrier that SBC programming is well-positioned to address.
- Among the limited number of studies that have assessed provider bias, findings indicate that bias is difficult to measure, and some sensitivity is required to ensure that bias is acknowledged without blaming providers and that providers feel supported and have a stake in the intervention.

Outcomes assessed

- The outcomes assessed in the documented evaluations were mostly limited to client-level outcomes such as FP uptake, without assessing changes in provider knowledge and competencies.
- Furthermore, quality of care was not assessed in most of the reviewed evaluations. The few studies that examined quality of services examined provider perspectives only.
- The evaluations found positive effects of PBC interventions on primary outcomes.

PBC approaches

- Provider-driven approaches, such as the COPE method described by Bradley and Cisse, may positively affect the organizational culture of health facilities and systems and help create an enabling environment for sustained behavior change.
- There is limited evidence on social accountability and incentive-based approaches as well as approaches that address policy and regulatory-related issues.

Programmatic documentation

- Pathways for how the proposed PBC interventions achieved the intended objective were not always explicitly shared, making it difficult to determine how the PBC intervention influenced the intended outcomes—particularly when more distal outcomes were reported.
- A limited number of programs have documented and shared formative research used to inform the intervention design.
**Vulnerable populations**

- Several projects focused on LAPM, postpartum FP, and PAC, but there appeared to be less evidence on approaches aimed at addressing issues related to provider bias toward adolescents and nulliparous women despite evidence on this recognized barrier.

**Costs and cost-effectiveness**

- There is limited evidence on the costs and cost-effectiveness of PBC approaches. Only one study examined the cost of the intervention, and none of the included studies examined cost-effectiveness.

**Recommendations**

**Geographic distribution**

- More evidence needs to be generated in FWA to determine which approaches work best to address barriers to provider FP behavior in certain contexts. Specific countries with a small body of evidence include Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, and Mauritania, which, in addition to Togo, are the OP countries with the highest unmet need for FP.

**Research and study design**

- There is a need for more rigorous evidence on what PBC approaches work best in OP countries. To increase the confidence in conclusions about what works in PBC, approaches using randomized designs, comparison groups, and/or triangulation with routine or program monitoring data should be considered when feasible.

- Where possible, behavioral measures and health outcomes should be captured in addition to more intermediate factors, such as changes in knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs.

- Future programs should consider evaluation designs that are able to assess the relative contribution of elements when PBC interventions include a package of approaches and assess which approaches are most effective when combined.

- The costs of interventions should be captured and, when there is rigorous effectiveness data available, the cost-effectiveness of interventions should be assessed.

**Barriers addressed**

- To address context-specific barriers to service provision, formative research such as structured diagnostic processes should be used to identify determinants of provider behavior.

- PBC programs should conduct and document formative work to understand the social and gender norms that influence provider behavior. More evidence is needed to understand whether normative approaches, such as values clarification, can improve the quality of providers’ interpersonal communication with clients.

- In addition to addressing knowledge and competency and structural and contextual barriers, interventions should aim to address attitudinal barriers including provider bias using SBC approaches.

- Programs should be sensitive in designing approaches that address provider bias to ensure that providers feel supported and empowered rather than feeling blamed for holding biases.

**Outcomes assessed**

- While the goal of PBC interventions is ultimately to improve outcomes for clients, more evidence is needed on the intermediate results: changes to providers’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors. Evaluations of PBC interventions should be sure to collect both provider-level and client-level outcomes to help elucidate how changing provider behavior is linked with improved client outcomes. It would also be useful to understand the strength of the relationship between PBC interventions and intermediate outcomes and FP utilization.

- Further research is needed to understand whether improving the behaviors/practices of health providers influences the quality of care provided and to identify the most effective SBC approaches to improve quality of care. PBC program implementers and evaluators should assess changes in quality of care from multiple perspectives.

**PBC approaches**

- Donors should consider further testing of social accountability and incentive-based approaches to better understand the range of interventions that can effectively be deployed to improve provider behaviors.
- SBC implementing partners should apply approaches that empower providers to identify problems and create solutions in varying settings to see whether improvements in organizational culture occur across settings.

**Programmatic documentation**
- To better understand what makes PBC interventions work and to what extent they achieve the desired outcome, there is a need for programs to develop and monitor program theories of change.
- Programs should comprehensively document and share evidence generated through formative research and during the design and development of PBC approaches to inform future activities.
- Programs should share lessons learned so that the evidence base can provide a more robust understanding of what PBC approaches work and do not work in different settings and with different types of providers.

**Vulnerable populations**
- Because provider bias has been found against youth and nulliparous women in FWA, evaluations of programs addressing provider bias should collect disaggregated data to allow for subgroup analysis.

**Costs and cost-effectiveness**
- Future evaluations should collect cost data to determine the cost-effectiveness of PBC approaches.
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